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research paper undergraduate from the year 2015 in the subject medicine
gynecology andrology grade a university of manchester hcri course global
health language english abstract the world health organization defines unsafe
abortion as a procedure for terminating a pregnancy that is performed by an
individual lacking the necessary skills or in an environment that does not
conform to minimal medical standards or both unsafe abortion is common in
places where abortion is illegal every year almost 44 000 abortions occur
globally and nearly half of them are unsafe whereby almost all unsafe
abortions 98 percent are happening in developing countries in countries where
abortion remains unsafe it is a leading cause of maternal mortality according
to the who unsafe abortions contribute to 13 of all maternal mortality
globally and are direct cause of maternal mortality in sub saharan africa
when comparing women with their counterpart men in sexual and reproductive
health there is no such a high cause of mortality in men this difference
shows the existent gender inequality in most developing countries in these
settings women are denied access to information education on safe sex
contraception and are not offered an informed consent on their fertility
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choices gender based violence is one of the contributing factor to this
inequality that women suffer and this affect their potential development and
enjoyment of their right to health including their right to sexual and
reproductive health these universal rights legitimate women to choose whether
to conceive or when to form a family this should have not been difficult to
achieve in a world with so much technologies of modern effective
contraceptive methods and the issue of unsafe abortion and its complications
could be averted conversely this is not the case in the context where legal
structures should determine the fate of those who should make decisions for
their own lives the legalization or non legalization of termination of
pregnancy has been a battle ground for centuries in many countries across the
globe with different variations in the trends of abortion legal frameworks in
this essay i will discuss why unsafe abortion is perceived as neglected
globally and evaluate the extent to which human rights based approach can be
useful to mitigate this public health problem and conclude with my personal
view on this issue this paper is an evaluation of recent published research
on aspects of abortion related to women s health and wellbeing both in
australia and overseas and in developed countries in which abortion is legal
this research has been compiled for the purpose of generating informed debate
about how abortion is praticed given that abortion is a complex issue and
that the committee s remit is to examine scientific and technological issues
the committee explicitly ruled out looking at ethical or moral aspects of
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abortion in the published terms of reference for their inquiry therefore this
report focuses on scientific and medical developments relating to the law on
abortion particularly developments since 1990 when evidence of improved
outcomes for very premature neonates led to a reappraisal of the threshold of
foetal viability and the reduction of the then 28 week limit on most
abortions to the current 24 week limit the report considers the key issues
that have emerged and where it is felt appropriate and justified the
committee draws conclusions about what the science and medical evidence
currently before us indicates however because it is recognised that science
and medical evidence is only one of many factors that are taken into account
when legislating on this issue the committee does not make any
recommendations as to how mps should vote on abortion law a minority report
written by two committee members is included as formal minutes to the report
最新の高度な情報を明快かつ体系的に整理 臨床経験をふまえて極めて実践的 定評ある米国精神医学会出版局の コンサイスガイド 待望の日本語版 世界各地で論争を
巻き起こした話題書の新版 scientific developments relating to the abortion act 1967
twelfth report of session 2006 07 vol 2 oral and written evidence how to
reduce the cost of treating incomplete abortions a leading cause of maternal
deaths ジェンダー 人種 階級などいくつもの要因が絡み合う複雑な権力関係を捉える 現代社会の最重要概念 その初めての解説書 should
abortion be legal how late in a pregnancy should a woman be allowed to have
an abortion what impact would outlawing abortion have on women especially
those who live in poverty readers learn about these and other abortion
concerns all sides of the debate are discussed to help them form their own
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opinions informative charts and in depth sidebars highlight important facts
about this controversial topic and a list of discussion questions is included
to give them a starting point for further debate and guided thinking about
this complex issue abortion care as moral work brings together the voices of
abortion providers abortion counselors clinic owners neonatologists
bioethicists and historians to discuss how and why providing abortion care is
moral work the collection offers voices not usually heard as clinicians talk
about their work and their thoughts about life and death in four subsections
providers clinics conscience and the fetus the contributions in this
anthology explore the historical context and present day challenges to the
delivery of abortion care contributing authors address the motivations that
lead abortion providers to offer abortion care discuss the ways in which anti
abortion regulations have made it increasingly difficult to offer feminist
inspired services and ponder the status of the fetus and the ethical
frameworks supporting abortion care and fetal research together these essays
provide a feminist moral foundation to reassert that abortion care is moral
work 本書は死と生 そして両者の関係を扱うものである 具体的には 現在の我々の社会の中で最も激しく争われている二つのモラル上の問題 中絶と尊厳死 安楽
死 を扱っている when henry morgentaler canada s best known abortion rights advocate
died in 2013 activists and scholars began to reassess the state of abortion
in the country in this volume some of canada s foremost researchers challenge
current thinking about abortion by revealing the discrepancy between what
canadians believe the law to be after the 1988 morgentaler decision and what
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people are experiencing on the ground showcasing new theoretical frameworks
and approaches from law history medicine women s studies and political
science these timely essays reveal the diversity of abortion experiences
across the country past and present and make a case for shifting the debate
from abortion rights to reproductive justice biography of the abortion act
exploring how it was shaped by and shaped a changing uk india was a pioneer
in legalizing induced abortion or medical termination of pregnancy mtp in
1971 yet after three decades morbidity and mortality due to unsafe abortion
remain a serious problem there is little public debate on the issue despite
several national campaigns on safe motherhood instead discussion on abortion
has mainly centred around declining sex ratio sex selective abortion and the
proliferation of abortion clinics in urban areas adding to the problem is
that abortion continues to be a sensitive private matter often with ethical
moral religious connotations that sets it apart from other reproductive
health seeking behaviour this book fills a gap in our understanding of the
ground realities with respect to induced abortion in india to create an
evidence based body of knowledge using both quantitative and qualitative
research methods the case studies show why and under what circumstances women
seek abortion and the quality of services available to them they also explore
inter generational differences in attitudes and practices the perceptions and
selection of providers female selective abortion and informal abortion
practitioners among other issues the contributors show that strong preference
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for sons availability of modern techniques for diagnostic tests widespread
acceptance of the small family norm and heavy reliance on female
sterilisation as the primary method of contraception lead women to abort
unwanted pregnancies a book that goes beyond the smokescreen of data and
regulations to unravel the human story behind elective abortion it will be of
interest to those studying health public policy and gender apart from the
general reader this book examines the changing relationship between
disability and the law addressing the intersection of human rights principles
human rights law domestic law and the experience of people with disabilities
drawn from the global experience of scholars and activists in a number of
jurisdictions and legal systems the core human rights principles of dignity
equality and inclusion and participation are analyzed within a framework of
critical disability legal scholarship seminar paper from the year 2008 in the
subject sociology gender studies grade 1 0 mid sweden university department
of sociology course introduction to advanced studies in social sciences
language english abstract the decision to abort a child brings the
prospective mother parents always into a morally and ethically conflict
anneli kero conducted a case study examining this assumption in 2002 my task
for the present paper was to create an own research design with a different
focus in the range of the same topic i chose the questionning if the decision
making process of aborting a child would be different if the soon to be child
would be handicapped the aim of the research design was to find out if the
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inhibition treshold of the abortion of a handicapped child would be lower
than with a physically healthy child my second task within this paper was to
relate the research design to poppers falsification principle and chalmers
thoughts about science in general it is increasingly implausible to speak of
a purely domestic abortion law as the legal debates around the world draw on
precedents and influences of different national and regional contexts while
the united states and western europe may have been the vanguard of abortion
law reform in the latter half of the twentieth century central and south
america are proving to be laboratories of thought and innovation in the
twenty first century as are particular countries in africa and asia abortion
law in transnational perspective offers a fresh look at significant
transnational legal developments in recent years examining key judicial
decisions constitutional texts and regulatory reforms of abortion law in
order to envision ways ahead the chapters investigate issues of access rights
and justice as well as social constructions of women sexuality and pregnancy
through different legal procedures and regimes they address the promises and
risks of using legal procedure to achieve reproductive justice from different
national regional and international vantage points how public and courtroom
debates are framed within medical religious and human rights arguments the
meaning of different narratives that recur in abortion litigation and
language and how respect for women and prenatal life is expressed in various
legal regimes by exploring how legal actors advocate regulate and adjudicate
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the issue of abortion this timely volume seeks to build on existing
developments to bring about change of a larger order contributors luis
roberto barroso paola bergallo rebecca j cook bernard m dickens joanna n
erdman lisa m kelly adriana lamačková julieta lemaitre alejandro madrazo
charles g ngwena rachel rebouché ruth rubio marín sally sheldon reva b siegel
verónica undurraga melissa upreti i exposes how ex gay and postabortion
ministries operate on a shared system of thought and analyzes their social
implications i br br a staple of the culture wars the struggle between
christian conservatives and progressives over sexuality and reproductive
rights continues focusing on ex gay ministries geared to helping same sex
attracted people resist their sexuality and postabortion ministries dedicated
to leading women who have had an abortion to repent that decision cynthia
burack argues that both are motivated and characterized by a strain of
compassion that is particular to christian conservatism rather than a bias
and hatred toward sexual minorities and sexually active women this compassion
reproduces the sexual ideology of the christian right and absolves christian
conservatives from responsibility for stigma and other forms of harm to
postabortive and same sex attracted people using the democratic theory of
hannah arendt the popular fiction of ayn rand and the psychoanalytic thought
of melanie klein burack studies the social and political effects of christian
conservative compassion rather than providing a global solution to the
problem of abortion to abort or not to abort this volume sheds light on
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different but equally critical dimensions of abortion in global debate and
practice the aim is to elaborate on different value systems and policies in
order to empower individuals to make well informed decisions about abortion
guided by moral reflection the twenty one chapters of this volume are written
by distinguished scholars in each of the religious and non religious schools
of thought offering an exhaustive survey of the differing religious and legal
views on abortion within the international community the contributors present
authoritative discussions in favor of or against abortion based on their
perspectives and practices as a result the content of this book provides a
foundational platform for better understanding meaningful dialogue and
tolerance on a social issue which has divided individuals philosophers
theologians policy makers and legislators within and across societies for
centuries ロック ルソー カントに代表される社会契約の伝統的理論を受け継ぎ 功利主義の 最大多数の最大幸福 に取って代わる 著書が構想した 公正
としての正義 とは 20世紀の名著 待望の新訳
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A Study of the Effects of Abortion in the United
States: The Reasoning Behind Abortions and
Improving Access to Care 2008-10-20
research paper undergraduate from the year 2015 in the subject medicine
gynecology andrology grade a university of manchester hcri course global
health language english abstract the world health organization defines unsafe
abortion as a procedure for terminating a pregnancy that is performed by an
individual lacking the necessary skills or in an environment that does not
conform to minimal medical standards or both unsafe abortion is common in
places where abortion is illegal every year almost 44 000 abortions occur
globally and nearly half of them are unsafe whereby almost all unsafe
abortions 98 percent are happening in developing countries in countries where
abortion remains unsafe it is a leading cause of maternal mortality according
to the who unsafe abortions contribute to 13 of all maternal mortality
globally and are direct cause of maternal mortality in sub saharan africa
when comparing women with their counterpart men in sexual and reproductive
health there is no such a high cause of mortality in men this difference
shows the existent gender inequality in most developing countries in these
settings women are denied access to information education on safe sex
contraception and are not offered an informed consent on their fertility
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choices gender based violence is one of the contributing factor to this
inequality that women suffer and this affect their potential development and
enjoyment of their right to health including their right to sexual and
reproductive health these universal rights legitimate women to choose whether
to conceive or when to form a family this should have not been difficult to
achieve in a world with so much technologies of modern effective
contraceptive methods and the issue of unsafe abortion and its complications
could be averted conversely this is not the case in the context where legal
structures should determine the fate of those who should make decisions for
their own lives the legalization or non legalization of termination of
pregnancy has been a battle ground for centuries in many countries across the
globe with different variations in the trends of abortion legal frameworks in
this essay i will discuss why unsafe abortion is perceived as neglected
globally and evaluate the extent to which human rights based approach can be
useful to mitigate this public health problem and conclude with my personal
view on this issue

Safe Abortion. Way forwards on one of the neglected
Sexual and Reproductive Health issue 2015-08-26
this paper is an evaluation of recent published research on aspects of
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abortion related to women s health and wellbeing both in australia and
overseas and in developed countries in which abortion is legal this research
has been compiled for the purpose of generating informed debate about how
abortion is praticed

An Information Paper on Termination of Pregnancy in
Australia 1996
given that abortion is a complex issue and that the committee s remit is to
examine scientific and technological issues the committee explicitly ruled
out looking at ethical or moral aspects of abortion in the published terms of
reference for their inquiry therefore this report focuses on scientific and
medical developments relating to the law on abortion particularly
developments since 1990 when evidence of improved outcomes for very premature
neonates led to a reappraisal of the threshold of foetal viability and the
reduction of the then 28 week limit on most abortions to the current 24 week
limit the report considers the key issues that have emerged and where it is
felt appropriate and justified the committee draws conclusions about what the
science and medical evidence currently before us indicates however because it
is recognised that science and medical evidence is only one of many factors
that are taken into account when legislating on this issue the committee does
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not make any recommendations as to how mps should vote on abortion law a
minority report written by two committee members is included as formal
minutes to the report

Women and Abortion 2005
最新の高度な情報を明快かつ体系的に整理 臨床経験をふまえて極めて実践的 定評ある米国精神医学会出版局の コンサイスガイド 待望の日本語版

The Abortion Papers 1983
世界各地で論争を巻き起こした話題書の新版

Scientific developments relating to the Abortion
Act 1967 2007-11-06
scientific developments relating to the abortion act 1967 twelfth report of
session 2006 07 vol 2 oral and written evidence
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Abortion, Women's Health and Fertility 1998
how to reduce the cost of treating incomplete abortions a leading cause of
maternal deaths

Women's Health After Abortion 2002
ジェンダー 人種 階級などいくつもの要因が絡み合う複雑な権力関係を捉える 現代社会の最重要概念 その初めての解説書

女性のためのメンタルヘルス 1999
should abortion be legal how late in a pregnancy should a woman be allowed to
have an abortion what impact would outlawing abortion have on women
especially those who live in poverty readers learn about these and other
abortion concerns all sides of the debate are discussed to help them form
their own opinions informative charts and in depth sidebars highlight
important facts about this controversial topic and a list of discussion
questions is included to give them a starting point for further debate and
guided thinking about this complex issue
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実践の倫理 1999
abortion care as moral work brings together the voices of abortion providers
abortion counselors clinic owners neonatologists bioethicists and historians
to discuss how and why providing abortion care is moral work the collection
offers voices not usually heard as clinicians talk about their work and their
thoughts about life and death in four subsections providers clinics
conscience and the fetus the contributions in this anthology explore the
historical context and present day challenges to the delivery of abortion
care contributing authors address the motivations that lead abortion
providers to offer abortion care discuss the ways in which anti abortion
regulations have made it increasingly difficult to offer feminist inspired
services and ponder the status of the fetus and the ethical frameworks
supporting abortion care and fetal research together these essays provide a
feminist moral foundation to reassert that abortion care is moral work

Scientific developments relating to the Abortion
Act 1967 2007-11-15
本書は死と生 そして両者の関係を扱うものである 具体的には 現在の我々の社会の中で最も激しく争われている二つのモラル上の問題 中絶と尊厳死 安楽死 を扱っ
ている
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Ethical Issues in Human Stem Cell Research:
Commissioned papers 1999
when henry morgentaler canada s best known abortion rights advocate died in
2013 activists and scholars began to reassess the state of abortion in the
country in this volume some of canada s foremost researchers challenge
current thinking about abortion by revealing the discrepancy between what
canadians believe the law to be after the 1988 morgentaler decision and what
people are experiencing on the ground showcasing new theoretical frameworks
and approaches from law history medicine women s studies and political
science these timely essays reveal the diversity of abortion experiences
across the country past and present and make a case for shifting the debate
from abortion rights to reproductive justice

Costs of Alternative Treatments for Incomplete
Abortion 1993
biography of the abortion act exploring how it was shaped by and shaped a
changing uk
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Abortion 1976
india was a pioneer in legalizing induced abortion or medical termination of
pregnancy mtp in 1971 yet after three decades morbidity and mortality due to
unsafe abortion remain a serious problem there is little public debate on the
issue despite several national campaigns on safe motherhood instead
discussion on abortion has mainly centred around declining sex ratio sex
selective abortion and the proliferation of abortion clinics in urban areas
adding to the problem is that abortion continues to be a sensitive private
matter often with ethical moral religious connotations that sets it apart
from other reproductive health seeking behaviour this book fills a gap in our
understanding of the ground realities with respect to induced abortion in
india to create an evidence based body of knowledge using both quantitative
and qualitative research methods the case studies show why and under what
circumstances women seek abortion and the quality of services available to
them they also explore inter generational differences in attitudes and
practices the perceptions and selection of providers female selective
abortion and informal abortion practitioners among other issues the
contributors show that strong preference for sons availability of modern
techniques for diagnostic tests widespread acceptance of the small family
norm and heavy reliance on female sterilisation as the primary method of
contraception lead women to abort unwanted pregnancies a book that goes
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beyond the smokescreen of data and regulations to unravel the human story
behind elective abortion it will be of interest to those studying health
public policy and gender apart from the general reader

インターセクショナリティ 2021-12
this book examines the changing relationship between disability and the law
addressing the intersection of human rights principles human rights law
domestic law and the experience of people with disabilities drawn from the
global experience of scholars and activists in a number of jurisdictions and
legal systems the core human rights principles of dignity equality and
inclusion and participation are analyzed within a framework of critical
disability legal scholarship

Foreign Affairs Research Papers Available 1973
seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject sociology gender studies
grade 1 0 mid sweden university department of sociology course introduction
to advanced studies in social sciences language english abstract the decision
to abort a child brings the prospective mother parents always into a morally
and ethically conflict anneli kero conducted a case study examining this
assumption in 2002 my task for the present paper was to create an own
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research design with a different focus in the range of the same topic i chose
the questionning if the decision making process of aborting a child would be
different if the soon to be child would be handicapped the aim of the
research design was to find out if the inhibition treshold of the abortion of
a handicapped child would be lower than with a physically healthy child my
second task within this paper was to relate the research design to poppers
falsification principle and chalmers thoughts about science in general

Abortion 2017-12-15
it is increasingly implausible to speak of a purely domestic abortion law as
the legal debates around the world draw on precedents and influences of
different national and regional contexts while the united states and western
europe may have been the vanguard of abortion law reform in the latter half
of the twentieth century central and south america are proving to be
laboratories of thought and innovation in the twenty first century as are
particular countries in africa and asia abortion law in transnational
perspective offers a fresh look at significant transnational legal
developments in recent years examining key judicial decisions constitutional
texts and regulatory reforms of abortion law in order to envision ways ahead
the chapters investigate issues of access rights and justice as well as
social constructions of women sexuality and pregnancy through different legal
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procedures and regimes they address the promises and risks of using legal
procedure to achieve reproductive justice from different national regional
and international vantage points how public and courtroom debates are framed
within medical religious and human rights arguments the meaning of different
narratives that recur in abortion litigation and language and how respect for
women and prenatal life is expressed in various legal regimes by exploring
how legal actors advocate regulate and adjudicate the issue of abortion this
timely volume seeks to build on existing developments to bring about change
of a larger order contributors luis roberto barroso paola bergallo rebecca j
cook bernard m dickens joanna n erdman lisa m kelly adriana lamačková julieta
lemaitre alejandro madrazo charles g ngwena rachel rebouché ruth rubio marín
sally sheldon reva b siegel verónica undurraga melissa upreti

Abortion Care as Moral Work 2022-06-30
i exposes how ex gay and postabortion ministries operate on a shared system
of thought and analyzes their social implications i br br a staple of the
culture wars the struggle between christian conservatives and progressives
over sexuality and reproductive rights continues focusing on ex gay
ministries geared to helping same sex attracted people resist their sexuality
and postabortion ministries dedicated to leading women who have had an
abortion to repent that decision cynthia burack argues that both are
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motivated and characterized by a strain of compassion that is particular to
christian conservatism rather than a bias and hatred toward sexual minorities
and sexually active women this compassion reproduces the sexual ideology of
the christian right and absolves christian conservatives from responsibility
for stigma and other forms of harm to postabortive and same sex attracted
people using the democratic theory of hannah arendt the popular fiction of
ayn rand and the psychoanalytic thought of melanie klein burack studies the
social and political effects of christian conservative compassion

ライフズ・ドミニオン 1998
rather than providing a global solution to the problem of abortion to abort
or not to abort this volume sheds light on different but equally critical
dimensions of abortion in global debate and practice the aim is to elaborate
on different value systems and policies in order to empower individuals to
make well informed decisions about abortion guided by moral reflection the
twenty one chapters of this volume are written by distinguished scholars in
each of the religious and non religious schools of thought offering an
exhaustive survey of the differing religious and legal views on abortion
within the international community the contributors present authoritative
discussions in favor of or against abortion based on their perspectives and
practices as a result the content of this book provides a foundational
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platform for better understanding meaningful dialogue and tolerance on a
social issue which has divided individuals philosophers theologians policy
makers and legislators within and across societies for centuries

Abortion 2017-12-01
ロック ルソー カントに代表される社会契約の伝統的理論を受け継ぎ 功利主義の 最大多数の最大幸福 に取って代わる 著書が構想した 公正としての正義 とは
20世紀の名著 待望の新訳

Medical and Psychological Impact of Abortion 1989

The Abortion Act 1967 2022-11-30

USDA Forest Service Research Paper SE. 1970

Population and Reproduction Research Abstracts 1969
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Abortion in India 2020-11-29

Critical Perspectives on Human Rights and
Disability Law 2011-05-23

Breaking the Limit !? 2011-07

Abortion 2007

Constitutional Amendments Relating to Abortion 1983

Parliamentary Papers 1975
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Abortion Law in Transnational Perspective
2014-09-12

Tough Love 2014-02-01

Abortion 2021-04-13

Abortion Parley 1980

Interim Report of the Activities of the House
Committee on Government Operations 1989
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Resources in education 1988-04

Proposed Constitutional Amendments on Abortion 1976

Public Health Reports 1994

Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act of 2003 2003

正義論 2010-11
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